Mr. Nobuo Tanaka  
Executive Director  
International Energy Agency  
9 rue de la Federation  
757 39 Paris Cedex 15,  
France.  

Subject: National participation plan for India in IEA DSM  
Task XXII – Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards  

Sir,

This is to inform you that India, through PRAYAS Energy Group, will participate in the following Task of the Demand Side Management Programme. I have indicated the name, address, phone, and e-mail address for the responsible Experts.

Task XXII – Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards, starting 1st March, 2010 and will remain in force until 28th February, 2011. The responsible Experts will be:

Name : Mr. GIRISH SANTH  
Title : PRAYAS Energy Group  
Address : Amrita Clinic, Athawale Corner,  
Karve Road, PUNE 411 004.  
Phone : 020-65205726, 25420720  
Fax : 020-25439134  
Email : energy@prayaspune.org, girish@prayaspune.org

Yours faithfully,

(Saurabh Kumar)  
Secretary  

Copy to: Shri Balwant Joshi, Director, ABPS Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai.  
Mr. David Elzinga, IEA Desk Officer, IEA.  
Ms. Anne Lechartier, IEA Legal Office, IEA.  
Ms. Anne Bengtson, IEA DSM Secretary, IEA.